A-1H SKYRAIDER
U.S. NAVY

This decal recreates the squadron around 1955 when they used AD-6. U.S. Navy carrier-based air-squadron among all of the squadrons which belong to the Carrier Air Wing.

So far, there have been two squadrons which were named VA-155 (Attack Squadron 155). The first VA-155 was originally established as VA-153 in March 1945 and then renamed VA-16A (Attack Squadron 16A). This squadron used different types of the Skyraider from AD-1, -2, -4, -4Q, -4NA, -6 to -7 in order.

The next squadron who succeeded the name of VA-155 was established as VA-71E (Reserve Attack Squadron 71E) in 1946. They were renamed VA-155 in February 1953 after they were renamed VA-58A (Attack Squadron 58A), VC-722 (Composite Squadron 722) and VA-728 (Attack Squadron 728). This squadron used different types of the Skyraider from AD-6.

This decal recreates the squadron around 1955 when they used AD-6. U.S. Navy carrier-based air-squadron among all of the squadrons which belong to the Carrier Air Wing.

Please use and refer to the decal and assembly manual which "U.S. Navy A-1H Skyraider" should be used.

Please paint with Vallejo Color 70898 (MC048) Dark Sea Blue. 70898 is a matte paint, so if you want a glossy finish, please mix it with 70596 Gloss Medium or coat 70510 Gloss Varnish over the base paint.